INSIGHT
THE USP EXPLAINED…
INSIGHT was developed for one purpose and one purpose only,
to “SAFEGUARD”.
To safeguard the workplace, employees and employers and the wider
public at a realistic price point by promoting enhanced employee
background checks based on facial recognition.
The purpose of this paper is to explain the benefits of INSIGHT when
compared to the normally adopted DBS (Disclosure Barring Service) checks.

Rogue employees

Rogue employees have been known to
present fake documents to avoid detection by
standard checking methods, but INSIGHT,
using state of the art facial recognition
software to confirm analogue data, deals with
this issue effectively.

Know your people

DBS checks

The concept of ‘know your people’ as
part of a safeguarding strategy is
essential and enables employers to

Existing DBS checks on employees are
woefully inadequate and leave employers
potentially exposed to the effects of rogue

make informed decisions about
existing and prospective employees, to
provide a safe working environment.

employees perusing a criminal or radicalised
agenda.
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Using 2018 crime stats showing 4.6m reported crimes
•

Fig 1 shows the effectiveness of INSIGHT which can capture up to 78% of useful information.

•

Fig 2 shows a standard DBS check ‘spotlighting’ only 8% of available information.

Both charts use the same base line percentage of crimes detected by the police at 52%, in 2018, but DBS
checks reduce the base line as it can only use information in the public domain. This is generally (with
some minor exceptions) only conviction data.
By only using public domain information, DBS checks capture just 8% of recorded crime data and no
additional intelligence. (NB Only 10% of reported crimes end up in court with an 82% conviction rate).

INSIGHT is different…
By starting with the base line of detected crime standing at 52% of all recorded crime and adding
intelligence from various agencies, the data capture is significantly greater than that available to a DBS
check.

The question is ‘would you choose to make important decisions based on understanding only
8% of the potential problem or would you prefer to have access to 78% of the data’.

Fig 1

Fig 2

INSIGHT

INSIGHT VS DBS

52% Detected

70% INSIGHT

26% Intelligence

8% DBS check
22% Undetected intelligence
TOTAL INSIGHT CHECK = 78% of data.

Data accurate as of 2nd December, 2019.
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INSIGHT employee background checks

INSIGHT investigations can be tailored to meet the specific needs of any organisation. For example, employees
who can affect the economic status of your business, such as directors or those working within finance, food
production, cabin crew, etc, could pose a greater risk than employees working in more peripheral areas. As such,
different levels of investigation can be conducted based on employees roles. See also Sector-specific partnerships.

The background checks noted below can be split into different levels depending on the potential threat
individual employees may pose to your organisation, such as low-risk, vulnerable or high-risk.

•

Proof of residence and ID checks to AMLR standards

•

Confirmation of ID using the most advanced facial recognition technology in the UK

•

Passport check including European Criminal Records and International arrest warrant checks

•

Identify previous dealings in fraud or corruption in a business, an individual or known associates

•

Analysis of travel patterns that raise concern within the intelligence community

•

Known associations to competitors

•

Links to criminal or terrorist activities

•

Professional credentials

•

Historical criminal records

•

Full financial history

•

Commercial reputation

•

Complete social media analysis

•

Political or religious ideology and affiliations

Implementing INSIGHT within your organisation

1

Assessment

2

Training

Our agents will conduct an assessment of your

Due to the sensitivity of employee data we use

business including your HR requirements, logistics
and to agree upon initial types and numbers of
employee checks to conduct.

highly sophisticated methods to transfer
information. Our technicians will train you on how
to access our systems.

3

Data transfer

4

Investigation

Each time you upload data to be checked it passes

Each employee record is researched independently

through our high-security servers using industry
leading end-to-end encryption which is certified for
ISO 27001.

and may involve varying intelligence agencies
contributing towards a final evaluation.
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5

Reporting

We use a simple traffic light system to report the status of each employee:

Green gives the all clear.
Amber signifies that you should proceed with caution. Details of the status are provided.
This is a person of significant interest to the intelligence services. We will contact you to discuss necessary
steps.

There is no limit on the number of employees you can check.

Sector-specific partnerships

Industry-specific challenges
create unique commercial
opportunities. We are open to
discussing joint ventures that
serve to protect the wider
community.

Our intelligence resources can help to set new industry
frameworks, help organisations to maintain valuable insights
into employees, share-holdings, investments, work-flow and to
protect the overall security of the economy. Our strategic
partnerships serve to strengthen industries as a whole, deliver

We engage in partnerships
with individuals possessing a
detailed knowledge of and
leading contacts within a
specific industry sector.

Under contractual agreement our partnerships secure the sole
rights to serve a specific industry sector. We work with our
partners in every aspect including attending meetings,
developing a sector-specific website, forming and delivering a
sales and marketing strategy and of course sharing the rewards

Let us brief your management

One of our agents will address stakeholders on current threats
to UK industry, how your business can instil measures to

If you have more than 100 employees we
would be happily to conduct an open
seminar at a location of your choice.

counter terrorism and employee malpractice, plus how the
integration of INSIGHT can be tailored to your specific
organisational needs.

ongoing revenue streams, enhance client relations, develop
commercial outcomes and secure continued growth.

of sharing a highly profitable commercial and financial
agreement.

We have a website that is dedicated to
employee background checks.

www.employeebackgroundchecks.co.uk
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